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Abstract 

Positioning algorithm RSS-based (Received Signal Strength) has become a research 

hotspot of wireless location technology because it decreases hardware costs, consumes 

less energy, and implements simplicity etc. However, wireless signal can cause data 

fluctuation of RSS easily because of shadowing and multipath in the actual environment, 

especially in the limited space such as underworkings whose characteristics are humid, 

dusty, and severe shadow. So the wireless signal is easier to produce the multipath fading 

for refraction, reflection, and scattering. The new challenge about RSS-based positioning 

algorithm are brought by these factors in the limited space. In this study, a novel 

RSS-based positioning algorithm is proposed. Firstly, during the RSS collected process, 

the RSS fingerprint database is established based on supervised methods to ensure its 

precision; Secondly, during the positioning process, a variance filter is designed for 

correcting the target’s RSS to ensure reliability of the RSS. Experiment results show that 

the feasibility and effectiveness of proposed algorithm are verified, and thereby the ideal 

accuracy. 

 

Keywords: Wireless Localization; Signal Strength; Fingerprint Information; Limited 

space 

 

1. Introduction 
As the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) applications are increasingly widespread, 

they have been applied to many areas in the production and life: such as ecological 

environment monitoring, anti-terrorism information collection, fire and earthquake rescue 

personnel, the information acquisition of the coal mine, etc.[1,2], which have deployed a 

large number of wireless sensors in. If the collected data don’t includes coordinate 

information, they aren’t significant data. Therefore, wireless positioning technology based 

on Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) has become an important research part of 

mobile internet in recent years. The RSS-based positioning algorithms which require 

single parameter in the localization become a research hotspot. A lot of researched works 

have been done at home and aboard, and they can be divided into two categories: 

positioning algorithms based on the probabilistic model [3] and the deterministic model 

[4].   

The main idea of probability positioning model constructs a conditional probability 

distribution between signal strength and location in the application environment. In [5], 

probability inference methods were adopted for the mote positioning, and the signal 

intensity probability distribution of each location was calculated by the RSS information 

in the positioning region. The fluctuation of the user location was effectively limited 
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according to the introduction of the space constraints of the user motion trajectory. In the 

work of [6], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was applied to target trajectory model, and 

adopted state transition matrix to express transfer relation among the location, and then 

the most max probability trajectory sequence was acquired by using Viterbi algorithm. 

In[7], the probability of particle filter method was applied to positioning, not only did the 

localization accuracy can be acquired the same as deterministic model, but also the 

multiple sensor information was effectively fused together. In the work of [8] the nearest 

neighbor method was compared with Naive Bayes method and histogram distribution 

probability, respectively, experimental results showed that the positioning algorithm based 

on probability ware better than nearest neighbor algorithm. 

Deterministic localization model is that the mote location was solved out by using 

certainty inference method. Channel State Information (CSI) was firstly proposed as a 

new fingerprint parameters in the positioning area[9]. CSI not only provided more 

multi-dimensional information, but localization accuracy was also more stable 

performance and positioning results than the signal strength parameters. In[10], decision 

tree was introduced to decisive the mote localization. Firstly, all of the users were 

clustered by the environment in the algorithm they belong to, and then the decision tree 

was constructed in each category according to the size of information entropy about 

Access Point (AP). During the online positioning process, firstly the target was 

determined to which class it belonged to, and then fine-grained target location was solve 

by using the decision tree in the category. Support vector machine (SVM) was adopted for 

a means of learning [11], and fused the computer vision technology to help the target’ 

positioning, and got a better location performance. In the work of [12] used fine-grained 

CSI to realize high precision positioning with the WIFI signal wavelength level, and the 

motes consumed lower energy in the algorithm than traditional positioning method. In[13], 

k nearest neighbor algorithm was used to estimate the mote location, the method was 

that signal intensity vector would be collected in real time, it matched with the signal 

intensity vector in the all of the training data set, and it finally selected the location 

coordinates for most similar RSS whose coordinates as the mote estimation coordinate. 

Relative application research in wireless positioning is less in the field of coal mine 

than others. the main reason lies in the coal mine environment which belongs to the 

limited space [14, 15], coal mine includes humid air, coal dust, and object shielding et al., 

the environment makes the wireless signal be easy to cause reflection, refraction, 

scattering which causes multipath effect making larger RSS fluctuation, so implemented 

the wireless positioning in the coal mine environment has brought new technology 

challenges. In [16], the underworkings space was divided into many gateway-centric 

distributed local positioning units, the coordinates in the local positioning units ware 

estimated by using RSS-based distance measurement method, and three-dimensional 

coordinates of the underworkings network were acquired through coordinates 

transformation; therefore, the information (e.g., speed, direction, and location etc.) can be 

confirmed in the monitoring units. Finally, the coordinates of blind area about the motes 

can be estimated by estimating algorithm. In [17], a weighted centroid localization 

algorithm was put forward based on RSS information. First of all, the path decline index 

was dynamically accessed by calculating path decline index in the located area, it 

responded precisely influence about signal loss in the different positioning area, and 

enhanced the adaptive capacity of the environment for distance measurement algorithm, 

the coordinate was calculated by weighted centroid algorithm at last.  

However, underworkings is relatively simpler than other environment. There is no 

other target except miners and locomotive. This paper combines with the characteristics of 

the coal mine underworkings, a new localization algorithm based on location fingerprint 

information is proposed. The experimental results show that proposed algorithm solved 

existing problems (e.g., low accuracy, bad real-time) effectively in the coal mine 
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environment. 

 

2. Established the Location Fingerprint Database 

2.1 Collected Data Algorithm about the RSS Information 

Wireless Access Point (AP) is also called beacon nodes (or anchor nodes) which cover 

the positioning area, which are divided into many located reference points (LPP)

( )1,2, ,i i n= L , RSS of the thi LPP is received from the AP as the iR , and RSS of the thi  

LPP is received from the thJ  1,2,J  AP as the
iAJR . 

iAJR  is called as one 

component of iR , using the vector to express as the ( )1 2, , ,
i i ii A A AJR R R RL . 

Collecting M times data iR  on LPP may conduct  m m M times of them caused 

distortion because wireless signal is influenced by multipath and shadowing (distortion: It 

may be one or more of these components caused distortion, whose value may be is larger 

or smaller than the its true value over some range), so collected m  times data couldn’t 

be the gist for generating location fingerprint information. In view of this, a mean filter is 

designed to remove these distorting values, described as follows: 

 

(1) The average values of the M times are calculated on the thi LPP, as: 

1

1,2, , ; 1,2,
i i j

M

AJ AJ

j

R R i n J


   
                                 (1) 

(2) The distorting coefficient of collected the
thj data is  1, 2, , M

ji j    on 

the thi  LPP, 
ji is given as follows: 

     
2 2 2

1 1 2 2j i i i i i ij j j
i A A A A AJ AJR R R R R R        

                  (2) 

(3) Remove the m times distorting data on the thi LPP: set a threshold  ，whose 

value is decided by actual communication environment and positioning accuracy 

requirement. 

ij

ij

ij AJ

ij AJ

discard R

retain R

 

 






 

 
                                                 (3) 

(4) By analogy from collected M times data, the last M m- times data as a gist to 

establish RSS fingerprint. 

 

2.2.  Constructed Location Fingerprint Algorithm 

The rest of M m- times data on the thi LPP can represent RF signal strength of this 

point (i.e., spatial distribution of the RF signal at this point). However, as far as statistics 

theory knowledge is concerned, the common characteristic can be more precisely 

expressed by the group average probability characteristic. So the average of the M m-
times collected data is the location fingerprint at the thi LPP. Set location fingerprint at 

the thi  point is 
iFR ,

iFR can be given as follows: 
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where 1,2,i  and M  is a natural number greater than zero.
iFR  is expressed by 

vector as ( )_ 1 _ 2 _, , ,
i i i iF F A F A F AJR R R RL , which is called as fingerprint data. So the 

above formula (4) can be changed as: 

_
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                                             (5) 

Therefore, the formula (4) combines with formula(5), a new modality is generated as 

follows: 
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The location fingerprint data at all the LPP could be generated by taking turn 

1,2,i  , so the location fingerprint database can be produced by them, and location 

fingerprint vector is expressed as the
  _ 1 _ 2 _, , , , , ,

i i ii i i F A F A F AJx y z R R R 
  in the 

location fingerprint database. 

The algorithm flow for constructing fingerprint database is shown in Figure 1 

 Calculated the average values of M times date

Begin

Calculated the distorting coefficient for each collected data at the every LPP

Removed the m times distorting data 

Calculated the average value for remainder M-m times collected date

Collecting M times original RSS data at the every LPP 

Get fingerprint data vectors for constructing fingerprint database 

End  

Figure 1. The Process Flow for Constructing Fingerprint Database 
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3. Positioning Algorithm Based on Location Fingerprint 

Common nodes (i.e., non-anchor node without the location) receive currently RF signal 

strength about the each AP in the located area, these nodes send the RSS using their 

transmitter module afterwards to the principal computer, described the algorithm as 

follows: 

1) Assuming that common nodes send data as ( )_ 1,2,L AJR J = L , which is 

expressed by vectors（ _A1LR , _A2LR ,…, _AL JR ）called pending data. The FR  expresses 

fingerprint database which is expressed by the vector 

  _ 1 _ 2 _, , , , , ,
i i ii i i F A F A F AJx y z R R R 

  . 

2) Repairing the pending data: According to the previous discussion, location 

fingerprint data have been filtered once time during the generating stage. So the pending 

data absolutely possibly make distortion as well, if the pending data which have generated 

aren’t disposed, it goes without saying that the positioning error will be very big, then the 

estimated coordinates are useless. Therefore, before estimating the local coordinate, 

pending data have been judged whether they have generated distortion. 

Its main idea is that location fingerprint data FR is generated by a lot of 

( )1,2, ; 1, 2, ,
jAJR J j M m= = -L L after filtering some distorting data. Therefore, 

FR  are calculated after the average of these data is solved after removing the distorting 

data, so these pending data ( )_A 1,2,L JR J = L  should satisfy following the formula in 

theory: 

( )

( )

min i

max i

min max

F _ AJ F _ AJ

F _ AJ F _ AJ

F _ AJ L _ AJ F _ AJ

R min R

R max R

R R Rx x

ìï =ïïïï =í
ïïï - £ £ +ïïî                                      (7) 

Where x is called the tolerability (the value of x is derived from actual located 

environment and positioning accuracy). When the ( )_AJ 1,2,LR J = L  does not satisfy 

the above formula(7), the pending data are called the generating distort, then they are 

discarded and wait for a new pending data once again; if not, the next step is turn into. 

3) Calculating the distance d  between pending data vector and location 

fingerprint vector, just as: 

 
2

_ _L A F Ad R R                                                     (8) 

Calculate further the above formula(8): 

     
2 2 2

_ 1 _ 1 _ 2 _ 2 _ _i i ii L A F A L A F A L AJ F AJd R R R R R R                  (9) 

Where 1dD  is calculated when 1i = . So the rest of 2dD , 3dD , … , idD  can be 

calculated by changing all of the LPP i , solved minimum in the set dD : 

 min 1 2min , , , nd d d d                                              (10) 
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As follows, 

min kd d                                                          (11) 

Then, the estimating user coordinates is  , ,k k kx y z . 

The algorithm flow is as shown in figure 2: 

Pending data

Estimated that whether

 pending data satisfies formula 7

Calculated maximum and minimum in the 

fingerprint data at every LPP and all the AP 

Calculating the distance (i.e. formula 10) between pending 

data vector and location fingerprint vector

Y

calculated minimum in the distance set

Get the user coordinates    

End

N

 

Figure 2. Process Flow for Positioning Algorithm 

4. The Experiment Simulation and Result Analysis 

4.1. The Simulation Environment 

Experiment test was conducted in the air-raid shelter to evaluate the proposed 

algorithm performance. The air-raid shelter whose width, high and length are 2.5m, 2.7m 

and 100m, respectively. Its ground is covered by the cement, and the wall is coarse, two 

top sides are layout by some cable, the average temperature and relative humidity are 

respectively 24.5
o
C and 57.2% when the experiment is being done. So experiment 

environment is similar with actual underworkings about their characteristics. The beacon 

nodes ( )1 7,1AP , ( )2 43,-1AP and ( )3 97,1AP were deployed on the two sides of 

air-raid shelter. Its length was divided into an average of 100 LPP. Because 

underworkings’ width is far less than its length, the coordinates can ignore its ordinate in 

the actual coal mine environment, so ordinate is also ignored when the coordinates are 

calculated in the experiment simulation. 

As shown in Figure 3(a) that the type of common node is KJ226-K identification card. 

It is a kind of active label based on WIFI communication protocol, it can work for two 

years, and be appropriate for coal mine environment that has the gas and coal dust 

explosion gas. As shown in figure 3(b) that the type of beacon node is Ruckus ZoneFlex 

7962 whose working frequency is 2.4GHZ. It satisfies IEEE 802.1 standard and provides 

54 MBPS data transmission rate, adopts orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

technology and is specially designed for coal mine application, it has the characteristic of 

high speed and receiving far distance etc., in particular, it can be connected by different 

gain antenna to get different coverage. 
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Ruckus ZoneFlex 7962Location label
a b  

Figure 3. The Location Label and Anchor Node  

4.2.  Experiment Results and Analysis 

4.2.1. Constructed location fingerprint information: As the distance increased, the RF 

signal strength decreases in the ideal space in Figure 4(a), Figure 4 (b),(c),(d) are 

corresponding RSS fingerprint data vector on the every LPP when M m- is different 

values.  

 

Figure 4. Location Fingerprint 

4.2.2. Calculated positioning error: According to the fingerprint data vector constructed 

on the above section, user carries common node with a normal speed in the air-raid shelter. 

Estimated coordinates and actual coordinates are represented respectively by  ' ',x y and

 ,x y . iErr and iErr  represent respectively absolute estimated error and average error 

of 50 times. Err is ensemble average (a total 100 test points), their computed formulas 

are given respectively as follows: 

   
2 2

' '

iErr x x y y                                                (12) 

50

1

1,2, ,100
ji i

j

Err Err i


                                           (13) 
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100

1

1

100
i

i

Err Err


                                                     (14) 

As shown in Figure 5 that the 50 times iErr of user node were derived respectively 

when 5M m- = , 25M m- = , 50M m- = , and tolerability 1.2  , 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5. Experience Simulation Results 

As shown in figure5 that the iErr  values decrease when the value of M m- increases 

at the overall situation. But the average error iErr  on the 

46
th
,47

th
,48

th
,68

th
,69

th
,70

th
,71

th
,97

th
 and 98

th
 LPP are larger than others; their data are 

severely undulate form the experiment data ( )_ 1,2,3L AkR k = . These LPP are easy to 

take place in undulate areas through repeated testing. The main reason is that these 

localization areas have some shadowing, so they are liable to signal refraction and 

reflection. As shown in Table 1 that ensemble average error Err  decreases along with 

M m-  values increasing, but the ensemble average error Err  changes any more when 

M m-  value is in the range from 75 and 100. 

Table 1. Ensemble Average err Result of the System Simulation 

M-m ensemble average error Err（m） 

5 3.75 

25 3.36 

50 3.06 

75 2.95 

100 2.95 

200 2.95 

However, in the larger positioning error area, the main cause of this result includes two 

aspects: one is positioning itself area environment (described above); the second is that 

the proposed positioning algorithm does not effectively process these distorting data when 

pending data have distorted. The latter is processed by the following two aspects, on the 

one hand, distorted data should be corrected effectively when RSS have generated 

distortion; on the other hand, the distorted data can be removed out when system can find 

them. A designed filter can effectively observe pending data whether they have generated 

distortion, so the parameter x of filter is modified to test influence of the positioning 

accuracy. 
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Table 2. Tolerability ξ Influences Ensemble Average Positioning Error  

M-m 
ensemble average positioning error Err /m 

ξ=1 ξ=0.5 

5 3.67m 3.5m 

25 3.30m 3.23m 

50 3.00m 3.02m 

75 2.93m 2.90 

100 2.93m 2.91 

200 2.94m 2.90 

As shown in Table 2, if the values of M m  does not change, positioning accuracy is 

better when 0 5.x =  than that of 1x =  in the localization area. If the values of x do 

not change, positioning accuracy is better along with M m  increasing. However, if the 

value of M m  is greater than 50, the positioning accuracy does not have any change. 

That is to say, the number of sample comprised location fingerprint is larger than fixed 

value, positioning accuracy is not influenced by the number of sample. 

The relation was studied between tolerability x and ensemble average error Err. As is 

shown in Figure 6 that the value of ensemble average error Err decreases when 

tolerability x is smaller. When the value of x is much less in the range from0 1x£ £ , 

the ensemble average error hardly changes (i.e., the positioning accuracy is high).  

 

Figure 6. The Relation between the Three ξ, t, Err 

4.2.3. Compared proposed algorithm performance with other algorithms of 

reference: The field trial was conducted to further verify the proposed localization 

algorithm performance in the same research background (coal mine). The proposed 

algorithm was compared with these algorithm in the literature [11] and [12] in some LPP. 

The parameters of the proposed algorithm are 75M m- = and 0.5  , the parameter 

area n in [12] is derived dynamically. Experiment result were shown as Figure 7 and 

Table 3. 
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Table 3. Performance Comparison of Positioning Algorithm 

Positioning Algorithm 
Real 

Coordinate 
Estimated Coordinate Located Error 

Proposed Algorithm 

(1, 5) 

(1, 4) 1.000 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (2, 7) 2.236 

 (Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (1, 6) 1.000 

Proposed Algorithm 

(2, 9) 

(1, 8) 1.414 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (2, 7) 2.000 

(Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (3, 7) 2.236 

Proposed Algorithm 

(5, 16) 

(3, 13) 3.606 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (5, 10) 6.000 

 (Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (6, 11) 5.100 

Proposed Algorithm 

(5, 25) 

(5, 23) 2.000 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (7, 28) 3.606 

 (Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (6, 26) 1.414 

Proposed Algorithm 

(7, 45) 

(6, 48) 3.162 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (5, 41) 4.472 

 (Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (4, 46) 3.162 

Proposed Algorithm 

(3, 60) 

(3, 62) 2.000 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (4, 57) 3.162 

 (Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (3, 58) 2.000 

Proposed Algorithm 

(4, 70) 

(4, 71) 1.000 

Located Algorithm in literature [11] (3, 69) 1.414 

 (Area n +Weighted Centroid) in literature [12] (4, 73) 3.000 

Simulated figure of located error was got as shown in Figure 7: 

 

Figure 7. Located Error Comparison of Positioning Algorithm 

Some conclusions can be drawn from the Table 3 and Figure 7 as follows: 

1) In the same experiment environment, the estimated error of the proposed 

algorithm is better than that in literature [11] and [12]. As simulated result above, it is 

plausible to postulate that the proposed algorithm is better than previous algorithm. 

2) The smaller the distance between user and AP is, the smaller the estimated error 

of positioning algorithm can be. The user close to AP receives the lager RSS value 
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suffering from little multipath and shadowing effect. Therefore, if the condition is better, 

we can deploy more AP in a positioning system to improve localization accuracy to a 

certain degree. 

 

5. Conclusion 

1) Severe multipath and shadowing exist in the limited space such as coal mine, 

RSS is liable to distort. Therefore, a lot of sample data are collected to comprise location 

fingerprint database, but they should filter to ensure that the location fingerprint is precise. 

2) Designed filter can effectively judge the pending data whether they have 

distorted during the positioning process. The user coordinates which are significant are 

derived from these pending data. 

3) Experiment simulation results shown that the minimum ensemble average 

estimated error is 2.86m, and the parameter x and M-m are analyzed from the multiple 

perspective to analyze influence for positioning accuracy. The problems just as lower 

localization accuracy are solved perfectly.  

4) Further study on how to dynamically intellectually adjust x value on the every 

LPP to improve positioning accuracy will be started as soon as possible. 
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